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Longwood College, Farmville, V»..
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1967 Junior Weekend Features

Dr. Brooks To Resign,

Swingin9 Singers, Southern Setting

Assume W&M Position

By CWYN MUSE
heart of Dixie" and "rather un- as a swinging rock n' roll band,
Hours of planning, months of inhibited Southern Gentlemen." but also as one of the best small
meetings, and two and one-half; The members of the group hail orchestral dance bands in the
years of expectation will come to from South Carolina and Georgia, state of Virginia. Probably best
an end Saturday, February 25, and several of them proudly dis- known as the regular band at the
when the juniors step into the play their Southern accents.
"Top Hat" in Virginia Beach,
spotlight as the Class of 1968.
The group could very well be The Rhondels have appeared as
The Junior Weekend will begin known as the "versatile" back-up band for many show busiwith a concert featuring The Swingin' Medallions. Guitar, ness personalities, as well as apSwingin' Medallions from 3 p.m. drum, piano, sax, and flute are pearing for every occasion from
to 5 p.m. in Jarman Hall, and a few of the musical instruments teenage club parties to formal
the third annual Ring Dance, be- the guys play well, and several adult New Year's Evedances. The
ginning at 8 p.m. and lasting ul- double on two instruments.
Rhondels will be making their
tll 12 midnight, will be held in
Their enthusiastic perform- second appearance at Longwood;
the Senior Dining Hall. Provid- ances have been well-received their first was in February 1966
ing the music for this occasion at several colleges in Virginia, when they played for the Second
will be "The Rhondels," a di-, among them RPI, where the Me- j Annual Ring Dance.
versified dance band well-known dallions played for a packed Numerous committees have
In this area. A breakfast for' house. Tickets for their Long- i spent many hours of hard work
Juniors and their dates will bring wood performance went on sale and much planning to make the
the weekend's activities to a today in the Rotunda to the whole Junior Weekend a success. All
close.
student body.
I involved deserve recognition for
The two-hour concert SaturThe Third Annual Ring Dance, their time and effort. Patsy Diehr
day afternoon will feature one of a renovation of the Cotillion and Sherry Grimes are co-chairpopular music's newest but most Dances formerly held at Long- men for the Ring Dance. InIn demand groups, The Swingin' wood, will highlight the weekend dividual committee chairmen are
Medallions. Long popular as top activities. The theme of this as follows: Decorations, Smitty
choices for college parties in the year's dance centers around the Smith; Ring Figure, Jeanine
South, the eight young Medallions Old South. The highlight of the Overman; Breakfast, Kay Boykin;
achieved national fame with their evening will be the performance Favors, Susan Barwick; Refreshrecordings of "Double Shot (Of of the traditional Ring Figure, ments, Carol Blythe and Kathy
My Baby's Love)" and "She during which each Junior will re- Kamps; Dance Programs, FranDrives Me Out of My Mind."
ceive her ring from her escort. ces Scott; Tickets, Phyllis HumJohn McElrath, Carroll BledThe Rhondels from Virginia mer; Ushers, Nancy Robison;
soe, Joe Morris, Charlie Web- Beach will provide music for the Publicity, Joette Bailey; Flowber, Jim Perkins, SteveCaldwell, evening. Well -known along the eis, Ella McDade; Invitations,
Jimbo Doares and Brent Fort- east coast, the group, officially Martha Mull ins; Gifts, Kathy
son, who comprise the group, known as "Big Deal and The Stone and Mary Franklin Green;
have been described as "eight, Rhondels," is quite versatile. |Chaperones, Barbara Hooper,
wild, slightly goofy guys from the They are widely known not only land Photographer, Alice Renne.

By IDA MAYE SIMMONS
Dr. Richard B. Brooks, dean Counseling.
of Longwood College since 1964, Dr. Brooks will return to Wilwill become Dean of the School liam and Mary for the third time.
of Education of the College of As a ten-year member of the
William and Mary, on September faculty and administration, he
1, 1967. Dr. Brooks joined the has many friends and acquaintLongwood College faculty in 1957 ances in Williamsburg. However,
as an associate professor of ed- Dr. and Mrs. Brooks "will be
ucation. In 1959, he became looking forward to the future
Chairman of the Department of at William and Mary with many
Education, Psychology, and Phil- misgivings as we liave enjoyed
osophy, a position he held until Longwood and Farmville, both."
1964 when he became Dean of Dr. James H. Newman, Presthe College.
ident of Longwood College, isDr. Brooks will succeed Dr. sued the following statement FebM. K. Holland who had re- ruary 10, 1967:
DR. RICHARD B. BROOKS quested the opportunity to devote
"We congratulate Dean Brooks
full time to teaching and re- on his position as Dean of the
search in the School of Educa- College of Education at William
tion. Dr. Davis Y. Paschall, and Mary. It is a distinct mark
President of William and Mary, of confidence for him to be insaid that Dr. Brooks "brings vited to return to William and
\ to his position first hand know- Mary and to return as Dean of
ledge of educational develop- the College of Education.
ments involving Virginia's public "Longwood College is losing a
school system." The Dean holds very valued member of its faculThursday, February 9, was a an undergraduate degree from ty and administration. He has
memorable day for the business Springfield College, a masters' made a great contribution to
students of Bluestone High degree from the University of Longwood as a faculty member
School, Mecklenburg County, for Pennsylvania and a doctorate in and as Dean of the College.
on this day Phi Beta Lambda Education from the University of "Dean Brooks is held in high
representatives from Longwood Virginia.
regard here by both faculty and
visited their school to establish Dr. Brooks has taught at Cher- students. We believe he wiU alan official Future Business Lead- ry Lawn School, the University ways be a friend of Longwood
ers of America chapter. Future of Pennsylvania, and Colby Col- and that his interest in the ColBusiness Leaders of America, lege. He was a member of the lege will never lapse. We shall
an association of students fol- William and Mary Psychology miss him but we wish him well
lowing a business curriculum, is Department and Director of in his new position."
the equivalent of Phi Beta Lambda
on the high school level. The
ceremony was attended by Mrs.
Frances Hamlet, sponsor of Phi
Beta Lambda, and Carol Bradley, Carol Anthony, Jean Oakley,
Joyce Harris, and Betty Bynson,
who represented Phi Beta
By CAROL SKELLEY
mittee in selecting our repreLambda at the installation.
Leigh Gardner has been chosen sentative were those stated by
Future activities planned for to represent Longwood College in "Glamour" magazine. These inPhi Beta Lambda members in- l" Glamour " magazine's '' Ten clude (1) A clear understanding
clude being host to the Longwood Best-Dressed College Girls" of her fashion type. (2) A workRegion Future Business Leaders IContest for 1967. Leigh is a able wardrobe plan. (3) A suitof America Regional Convention [junior majoring in Elementary able campus look (in line with
on March 11. Also, a state con- Education. She is from Buena local customs). (4) Appropriatevention for Phi Beta Lambda is Vista. Her sole comment was, not rah, rah - look for off-camscheduled for April 7-9 at Natural "You're kidding!" She said her pus occasions. (5) Individuality
Bridge.
"mother would be very pleased" in her use of colors, accessobecause, typical of most mothers, ries. (6) Imagination in managLeigh's thinks she has too many ing a clothes budget. (7) Good
clothes!
grooming, not just neat, but imLeigh was chosen from semi(Continued on Page 4)
finalists Maureen Luby, Jennifer
Camper, Alice Rennie, Barbara
Hooper, Pam Kerber, Kit Sweezy,
Marcia Lyon, Judy Jerrell, Betty
Patterson, and Patsy Peach.
These semi-finalists were nomiPi Delta Epsilon, the journa- nated by various groups and indilism fraternity activated last viduals on campus.
year "strives everywhere to The contest was sponsored by
teach the ethics, techniques and the "Rotunda" staff, who chose
mechanics of journalism." In ad- the judges for the contest. Judy
dition, the Longwood chapter will Johnston was chairman of the
sponsor the annual spring lit- committee which included Mrs.
erary contest at the college this [.Griffin, Mrs. Simmons, Mr.
Iwoodburn, Lindy Schaperjahn,
year.
Recently, Freda Richards, Gail Stell, and Nancy Maxey.
president of the fraternity this The contestants met with the facyear, conducted a meeting of all ulty judges for individual confernew members who havebeen ask- ences as well as having dinner
ed to join the honorary organiza- with all the judges February 3
and attending a tea in their honor,
tion.
Those asked to join from "The February 13.
I Hf.ll GARDNER
Rotunda" staff include Carolyn The rules used by the comSomma, Linda Shell, Diane Bo'I iii :
I in Rotunda
sher, Priscilla Farmer, Carol
which are done to determine the ni Editor-!
Skelley, Gwyn Muse, Ginny Sire,
i
Leslie Sedgwick and Cheryl
Stine. Members asked from the
Editor-Jn-Cl lei
"Virginian" staff are Marilyn
•.in e
Taylor, Margaret Robinson,
Becky Easter, Martha Wilson,
:
Ml ft Bin
Judy Chandler, Sally Whiting,
Carol Bkelles
Carol Anthony, and Gail G
SporU Editoi
Ol
Susan Bestle\
ina Barnes
P
will join from the "Gyie" staff.
Today at 5:00 p.m. the junior
i
class members m"
l>ove
were initiated. Th.
Spei
Mr. Paul Hughes, a professor in
the English department at Long•rood,

L. C. Honorary
Business Society
Installs FBLA

LC Committee Names

Gardner "Best-Dressed*

Pi Delta Epsilon
Holds Initiation;
Plans Contest

The Kwincin' Medallions, to appear In concert here. February 25. for The
Junior Weekend.

Honors Council
Quote
The things taught in
schools and colleges are not
an education, but the mi
of an education.
- Emerson

Home Ec Club
Holds Banquet
By NANCY CLEMENTS
On Tuesday, February 21,
members of the Home Economics
Club and invited guests will assemble at six p.m. in the Tea
Room for the annual Home Economics Club banquet.
After dinner the convocation
will be led by Julia Goeller followed by a welcome. MayGilliam
will introduce the speaker, Mr .
Nell Griffin, whose topic will be
"Whither Goest Thou0" It will
pertain to what home economics
majors will do after graduation.

Sophomores Undergo
'/Educational Experiment'
Sophomore students at Longwood are being administered
Comprehensive College Tests
this week on Tuesday, February
14, and on Thursday, February
16, from 1 to 5 p.m. in Jarman.
All sophomores are required
to take these tests which are
offered by the College Entrance
Examination Board, a nonprofit membership organization
whose tests and other educational
services are available to all
schools and colleges. The membership is composed of more than
600 colleges as well as schools
and educational associations. In
1965, the College Entrance Examination Board created a Council on College-Level Examinations to "improve access to, and
appropriate placement in, higher
education; to facilitate student

mobility and individual development; and to encourage better
utilization of human resources
by providing opportunities for
educational advancement."
The Comprehensive Tests are
intended to provide a measure of
undergraduate achievement in the
five basic areas of the liberal
arts - English Composition, Humanities, Mathematics, Natural
Sciences, and Social SciencesHistory. They do not attempt to
measure advanced training in any
specific discipline, but rather to
assess the student's knowledge of
fundamental facts and concepts,
and his understanding of the basic
principles of the subject." The
content of the examinat;
similar to the cont>
subjects ordinarily included in
(Continued on Page 4)
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Oleg Cassini Says

Shell's Yells

"The Inheritor"

Stopped to look In a mirror lately? Notice anything
new or gratifying3
" 'The Inheritor' Man of 1966," the lead story
in the January 6 issue of Time magazine should certainly
lure eoch one of us to take a closer look at ourselves Are
we really the individuals of the year?
According to Time, "the Man of the Year 1966 is
a generation the man — and woman — of 25 and uncggEb
der " That's us — you and I Time's 40th Man of the
Year is not an individual, but a generation — today's
youth
The Man of the Year is usually the individual who
has most occupied the year's headlines, for better or for
worse. But Time has discovered that sometimes a group
best typifies the year's history, such as the "American
Fighting Man" during the Korean War in 1950, or the
"Hungarian Freedom Fighter" who rose against Soviet
power in 1956.
Time predicts that our generation will soon be the
maiority in charge In 1970 there will be 100 million
young Americans in the 25 and under bracket. Is it
logical that these millions of young voices should be
heard as the sound of the time3 We believe it is.
Labelled by Time's editors as "the most intensely
discussed and dissected generation in history," today's
"Now Generation" is unique Never have the young been
so "alienated," so "uncommitted," so "assertive," so
"articulate," so "well-educated," so "affluent," so "rebellious," so "responsible," so "wordly," so "pragmatic,"
fc<M*M»
so "idealistic," so "brave," so "hopeful." Being a highly
independent generation, we stand highly unpredictable in
"Nothing like i.ritiiu: an early start
the eyes of our elders. Time tells us that we are "not just
a new generation, but a new kind of generation " We are
what's happening today.
According to Time: "Despite his tolerance of quixoBy GWYN MUSE
tic causes and idiosyncratic roles, the Man of the Year reflects — more accurately than he might care to admit —j
If Eric Berne should decide to important reminder — this shoulc4
many of the mainstream currents in society at large."
write
a book entitled, "Games be done with as much savagery as
These currents being reflected include the war in Viet
College Students Play," at least one can muster. After all chairs
Nam, the turbulence in China, the attempts to build the
one chapter should be devoted to have been grabbed, the Signing
Great Society in our country, and "the obverse side of
takes place. This is the resolution
the Puritan ethic — that hard work is good for its own Longwood and our impressive list
of
pastimes,
habits,
and
behavior.
of the Scramble, and is somesake " Our youthful generation is epitomizing the deTypical example of games Long-! what comparable to the signing of
finition of talent by Henry James as "the art of being
wood students play - The Great I a peace treaty. Signing one's
completely whatever one happened to be." Everyday our
Scramble. This phenomenon oc-i name to the Card insures the
"Now Generation" is making the headlines, whether it
curs whenever students must sign I player of not having to Scramble
be in space exploration, or working with Operation Head
up for tables in the dining hall, and again for another semester, exStart, or marching in favor of racial integration.
one of the best games of Great cept on weekends when the rules
Time says the philosophy of the Man of the Year is Scramble ever played took place are modified and the results are
immediate — he is living now, today, this minute; he is last week in the Senior Dining' somewhat less deadly. For those
living not simply preparing to live. His immediate interHall. For all who missed the who fail to meet the requirements
ests, including the pill,
pot, the tube
and Snoopy event ^ for those who don't know of Great Scramble, a consolation
for President," are being discussed in discotheques or how to play, a quick rundown of game is offered - Take What You
espresso shops throughout the country Everywhere stu- the procedure:
Can Get. But that's another area
dents ore under social and academic pressures, but are
All players assemble on the and a new game, and must less
adhering to Kierkegaard's philosophy when he said: "The battlefield (that is, playing area), prestigious than the rigors of
desire to avoid definition is a proof of tact " Never before smile and say "Hi"-a diversion- Great Scramble.
has a generation been so caught up with society yet with ary tactic to make other players
And in the Sundry Item Departsuch varied spirit.
think they're not really that in-iment:
"For better or for worse," says Time, "the world to- terested In playing the game-i Many ideas on how to make
day is committed to accelerating change," and our gener- and take their places on the out- exam periods less tedious, less
ation has grown up with this change. "The Man of the skirts of the battle srea (In this maddening, and a bit more bearyear suggests that he will infuse the future with a new case, just outside the tables). At able have come and gone over
sense of morality, a transcendental and contemporary the appointed time, established the years. We've had Cheerful
ethic that could infinitely enrich the 'empty society'."
beforehand by the referee-House Cherubs and special dinners, but
Time's presentation of "The Inheritor" gives each of Association - all players whoever started the Epidemic
us something to think about as members of the "Now Scramble; that is, push, run, kick, was a genius. A genius like HitGeneration " Again ask yourself, when did I last stop to shove, snarl, growl, leap, all the ler.
look in o mirror?
* * *
while attempting to clasp their

REGISTER

HERE

Musings

hands on the back of a chair, Noon, as yet, has claimed ownand to hold their position until ership of the green mailbox. Failthe major action is over. One
continued on Page 4)
•

Letters To Editor

Nineteen Sixty-Six..
North Cunningham Froth A Kicky Kind Of Year
Write Letter Of Thanks
Dear Chi,
We, in behalf of North Cunningham, would like all of Chi
to know (he deep gratitude we feel about being given the privilege
of seeing Chi walk. We though we understood the meaning of Chi,
but now we have a deeper understanding of the real purpose and
meaning of Chi. We thank you.
DDK
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(ACP) - 1966 was a year of schizophrenia with pizazz, according to the University of Kansas "Daily Kansan."
It was the year that launched the Yellow Submarine, the
"Kansan" noted, then almost sank John Lennon.
It was the year skirts went up and hair came down. Men
cheered the change, even if it meant girls had to roll two feet of
hair on soup cans. Tom the Peeper never had it so good when
girls tried to sit down in their thigh-high mini-skirts. Modesty died
an awkward death.
And it was the year topless clubs spread coast to coast, but one
club, apparently unsure that the body was really all that beautiful,
asked patrons to sign a statement saying their morals weren't
being corrupted.
In passing, it was a good year, if you weren't 1-A, afraid of
becoming 1-A, or in Vietnam. The emphasis was on youth, and
adults responded. Sometimes this response caused a few lifted
eyebrows, however.
Justice William O. Douglas married a 23-year-old college
coed, Cathleen Heffernan, and Congressional tongues wagged.
Frank Sinatra married that 21-year-old Peyton Place kid and got
a few sly winks. The oldsters were acting like youngsters.
Using Imagination all their own, the kids turned the tables.
Old movies, silent movies, monster movies became a fad. The
Bogie cult came on like gangbusters. Even clothing fell into step.
London mods, short on money but rich in imagination, discovered secondhand stores and the Salvation Army look. Girls looked
like soldiers or sailors of pieces of high-fashion tinfoil. Shiny
silver dresses and accessories became a New York rage, and
women wore enough metal to make the U. S. Treasury envious.
It was also the year of the accessory with a message; lapel
buttons sounded the sentiments of the moment. Campus wits wore
buttons proclaiming "Hire the morally handicapped," or "Custer
died for your sins." Then there was the button that read, "God is
not dead; He just doesn't want to get involved."
And was God dead? If he were, the controversy over His demise generated almost enough heat to assure a second coming.
Like God, folk music went underground, and a new, homogenized sound - folk rock - rose to the surface. Enter musical groups
with bizarre names and bizarre but often beautiful sounds, like the
Mamas and Papas, Simon and Garfunkel.
And in 1966, Camp didn't really die, it just went on the tube.
In his superkeen Batmobile with Robin at his side, Batman roared
in'
ri • wasteland and was greeted with the biggest howl
heard in a long time. Everybody over age nine knew It was designed
to be High Camp ... or was it?
So for 12 months it went - a very fine madness and a kicky
kind of year.

DRESS FOR THE OCCASION
The boudoir — or bedroom if you will — is usually a fairly
interesting room per se, as most everyone knows. But there Is
nothing that can't stand a little improvement, and foolish is the
woman who leaves it all to nature-especially when art in conjunction with nature will always win the day (or is it the night?).
What am I speaking of? Not what you do but merely something
so simple as what you wear. This is hardly the day for any woman
to be less than beautifully attired in her most private room - not
when the selection available to her is so overwhelming and dazzling.
There Is no excuse today for any woman looking dowdy or uninteresting. And there is no excuse for any woman to be underdressed if her heart yearns for dramatic or sumptuous or swinging
outfits for the intimate evenings at home.
The reason is that the old
price lines for these clothes
have been broken, as the athome market has exploded into
all-time popularity. No longer
can you hide behind the dodgt
of I-can't-afford-to-look-elegant-at-home. You can afford
(■virtually any kind of garment
that your eye could fancy. You
may not get silk with mink trim,
but there is crepe and marabou.
Then there is the woman who
is always cold. She is less common in apartments, but seems to
proliferate in draft)' houses, both
luxurious and modest. Her story
has always been that she agreed
that crepe, silk, tricot, lace and
sexy nightgowns were good
things, and that she in fact owned
fair sampling - but they wer«
no solace for goose bumps and
cold feet. Just give her a granny
gown or some nice warm flannel
OLEG CASSINI
pajamas and her drafty old castle
finally seems like a home.
Now even this woman, long a mainstay of the species, is about
to become extinct. She simply hasn't got any excuse left. Fashion
has finally attended even to her, and she can now be both warm
and winning. For instance: flannel is around, but it has given way
to brushed nylon or other synthetics, and the nap is not enough.
These fuzzy fabrics are fashioned into all kinds of delectables,
with cowl collars and deep cuffs made of orlon pile, or trimmed
with eyelet and lace and fancy frog closings. And if that isn't
warm or expensive enough, you can get really beautiful nightgowns
of viyella. Should that conjure up images of men's tartan bathrobes,
forget it. This viyella is so lightweight that it is nearly sheer,
is in the gentlest of pastel hues, and Is ruffled, gathered and
otherwise made into truly feminine (yet warm) concoctions.
For those who are traditional in their concepts of boudoir
chic, black lace Is always around, but the current turned-on
version is fashioned into a stretch jump suit — now how's that
for updating an old and previously successful concept?
So, my lovelies, whether you're a siren or a simple type,
whether you lean to crepe culottes or ruffled voile, you'd better
lean toward something chic and newer than boredom. Stay-at-homes
never had it so good, and men are finding more and more reason
to stay there with you.
FASHION MIRROR
If dresses are transparent
vinyl and skirts are up to here,
what better time for fashion to
finally shed its benign light on
your barest essentials. And of
course the inevitable did happen.
Not only did new design concepts suddenly mushroom up in
the underworld, but so have flowers, paisleys, prints, dots,
plaids, and all manner of wild,
'vivid patterns. And best of all,
' you can be completely coordinated, down to the last snitch of
fabric you wear—you don't have to
have a floral top and plaid bottom, unless that is your liking.
So, now that there is no reason
left for drab, uninteresting
under-garments, open your eyes
and let go a little. It will change
your whole outlook on lingerie,
if not on life.
FASHION TIP
Winter white requires just as
much accessorizing as basic
black - a fact many women seem
to forget. But white is even BAREST ESSENTIALS
easier to deal with, and can take
nearly anything but unadorned pearls (if they are in a pin with
(Continued on Page 3)

Cross Campus: Longwood
Surveys College Scene
(Editor's Note: Cross Campus is a feature to inform Longwood
students of news tidbits and various activities happening on other
college campuses.)
At Westhampton College of the University of Richmond construction is underway on the million-dollar fine arts center on
the campus. The collegiate Gothic structure will house the departments of art, drama, music, and speech, which are currently
scattered in six separate locations. From the standpoint of the
performing arts, the most important single unit <tt the fine arts
building is the projected theater which will seat 746 persons.
At East Carolina College, a battle is waging between the girls
of Fletcher Dorm and other girl's dorms. Seems that the Fletcher
girls saved hundreds of soft drink bottles and traded them for an
ice machine. Now aU the girls from other dorms also wish to
solicit the services of the tiny machine and are emphatically
told by the Fletcher girls to save their soft drink bottles and
purchase one of their own!
Muhlenberg College in Allentown, Pennsylvania reports that a
reform measure to change the rule that imposes a campus as
punishment for an incomplete sign-out has been successfully
passed by the faculty-student affairs committee. Under the new
system, a woman will receive two demerits for an incorrect
or incomplete overnight sign-out, which constitutes a failure
to fill in all of the required information or using false information.
A campus will be issued to only those women students who completely fail to sign-out.
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"Roiunda" Joins ACP,
Gains Feature Service

Sire Sped at es

Not long ago I saw some girls
By GINNY SIRC
playing tennis on the BarlowSplish,
Splash!
Last
week
I
By PHYLLIS HUMMER
ice and the Business Review.
got a sneak preview of the up- courts — it must have been nice
"The Rotunda" has recently The News and Feature supplies
coming Water Show and it's going while the weather lasted. Even
become a member of the As- college papers with news and
to be another great one. I haven't more recently 1 saw a few snowsociated Collegiate Press, join- feature material whose value is
seen the scenery or costuming ball battles. Did everyone bring
ing in membership with 1,000 not limited to the campuses on
yet, but the music is really wild their skis and sleds back after
other college and university pub- which the stories originate. In
and the girls have spent many- semester break.'
lications. Members of ACP in- this week's "Rotunda" appears
All students are urged to take
long hours writing and practicing
clude publications from every the first ACP feature, "1966. . .
advantage
of recreational
their
routines.
Two
of
the
tunes
state in the Union and from Can- A Kicky Kind of Year."
to which they will be swimming bowling. It's a great way to
ada. Currently, "The Rotunda" ACP's Annual Conference is
are "Whipped Cream" and relax and get away from tinis also a member of the Inter- held in the fall of each year.
"Greenback Dollars." One num- studies for awhile, and the cost
Collegiate Press.
Outstanding national figures in
ber
to watch for is a duet by- is $0.00! You can get exercise
The Associated Collegiate business and publication fields
Lucy Flannigan and Anne Smith. and enjoyment at the same time.
Press is an organization devoted speak and confer with college
On March 1, 2, and 3 the show Intramural Badminton will be
exclusively to the problems and staffs and advisers. This year
will begin at 8 p.m. and on starting in early March. Watch
needs of the college press. ACP I Editors Suzan Woltz and Phyllis
March 4 at 7 p.m. I predict and listen for further word on
was established to meet a need Hummer attended the ACP Conthis. Managers are Jean Hendan
excellent show!
In the field of college journa- ference in Philadelphia, making
Be sure to check by the A.A. ricks and Joan West.
lism for advice, criticism, and "The Rotunda's" first impresbulletin
board for the intramural The Southern District of the
suggestions from a reliable sive contacts with ACP.
basketball
schedule and a posting American Association of Health,
Vanity
Basketball
Team
prrpart-s
to
mrrt
Marv
Washington.
source.
"The Rotunda" is very pleased
of
the
rules.
Come on and sup- Physical Education, and RecreaThe All American Critical with its new membership and
tion and the Virginia State Conport your class!
Services are ACP's most im- hopes that Longwood will find
vention will be held at the John
Remember
tliat
athletic
equipportant and best known activity. jit an interesting news and feature
ment may be checked out in the Marshall Hotel in Richmond on
These services give publications 'service.
locker room from 9 a.m. to 12 Feb. 24-27.
a thorough criticism, notine
noon and from 1 to 5 p.m., Rec. Swims are now being
weaknesses, suggesting imMonday through Friday,and from held at 10 a.m. on Monday and
provement and measuring
9 a.m. to 12 noon on Saturday. Wednesday, 5 p.m. on Tuesday
achievement. Publications are
All equipment must be returned and Thursday, and 2 p.m. on
classified in groups according
within 24 hours except bicycles Saturday. If you'd like to imBy LESLIE SEDGWICK
points respectively.
to college enrollment and
and golf clubs which have a 2 prove your strokes or if you
L.C. Splits With Lynchburg
frequency of issue.
Longwood Tromps RPI
Exams to many were quite a hour limit. If you need extra just want to have fun in the
College publications are rated
Longwood's Varsity Basketball
with other papers from similar On February 9, Longwood stu- Team was chosen just after! let down, but to the basketball practice for your Physical Ed- water, Rec. Swims are the thing
schools across the nation. Pace- dents had the opportunity to lis- Christmas vacation. The 1967 team, they were almost fatal. ucation classes, or if you just for you.
The next Varsity Basketball
maker Awards for outstanding ten to a talk given by Mr. Otto- team members are: Linda An- Their next game was at Lynch- want to relax and have fun, home game will be on Feb. 18
utilize
this
equipment.
excellence in college and uni- mar Graber who is presently thony, Becky Bondurant, Arlene burg, February 9. The long month
There will be a gymnastics at 2 p.m. Longwood plays host
versity newspapers are given teaching French and German at Cundiff, ConnieGallahan, Marsha between games took its toll. As
meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. in to the girls from Mary Washeach semester. The awards are Longwood. Mr. Graber's topic Gunsallas, Vannie Gunter, Jean the first game got underway,
Gym
3
for
all those interested ington College. Let's see some
you
could
not
spot
what
was
sponsored jointly by the Ameri- concerned the organization and| Hendricks, Janice Hudgins, Pat I
in
gymnastics.
New members more of that Blue & White spirit.
can Newspaper Publishers As- curriculum of the German school Ingram, Betty King, Sandy Long,! wrong. Longwood was playing
are
welcome
at
all
the meetings. It means a lot to the members.
sociation and ACP.
system. After the lecture there Linda McCullock, Maywood Mar- up to par. In the first quarter
All ACP newspaper members was a short question and answer tin, Barbara Matthews, Anna Pet- the game was almost basket for
also receive two news services— period. Mr. Graber brought out tis, Betty Reynolds, Marsha basket. The half ended 16-24
for Lynchburg, but then trouble.
the ACP News and FeatureServ- many aspects of the German Teuch, and Judy Turner.
Betty King scored 9 points and
school
system,
and
especially
To
start
out
this
season,
L.
C.
'Kr>TfoR'S~NOTE~'
was
doing fine until she wrenchthat
of
Bavaria
where
he
taught
hosted
R.P.I,
on
January
9.
The
If you find a mistake in this
ed
her
shoulder. Becky Bondufor
several
years.
The
lecture
crowd
of
spectators
watched
as
paper, please consider that it
rant
and
Janice Hudgins fouled
was
sponsored
by
Kappa
Delta
both
teams
battled
not
only
was put there on purpose. We
out.
The
Lynchburg
team startPi,
a
national
honor
society
for
against
each
other,
but
against
publish something for everyone,
ed
to
run
away
with
the game
students
interested
in
the
acthe
clock.
The
first
quarter
beI
including those who are always
Dribble, dribble, pass, and
tivities of the teaching profes- gan rather slowly as each team as L. C. tired out. But the
looking for mistakes.
sion.
__ tested each other's defense. team did not give up. Time after shoot are familiar actions now
Would it be zone or man-to-man? time, they took the ball in for seen in the L. C. gyms. That's
At the end of the quarter, L. C. a shot but it did not want to go right - it's intramural basketled 9-7. However, R.P.I, made in for a basket. Meanwhile, ball!! Two general practices have
up for this as they ruled the Lynchburg was penetrating the already been held. Tonight in the
court in the second quarter. At defense indifferently. The final new gym a meeting to organise
the end of the half L. C. was buzzer came as Lynchburg walk- teams will take place. The meeting is not required and will not
behind 25-19.
ed off with a 61-30 game.
The aim of the 1967 "Time" moon.
When the teams again stepped
The second game was an im- count as a practice.
Intramural games inbothgyms
10. After a 20-year illness, up to the opening jump shot, L.C. provement as L. C. again went
Current Affairs Test is to help
you review recent news events death came to this newspaper seemed determined to win the for basket with Lynchburg. At will begin on Thursday night at
whose ancestry dated from 1835 game. Outscoring R.P.I, the next the end of the half the score 6:45 p.m. Be sure to check the
of significance.
and
which was once a working two quarters, L. C. made up the was tied 22-22. Linda McCullock A. A. Bulletin Board for a sched1. The wedding of Luci Baines
Johnson to Patrick Nugent mark- definition of journalistic excel- big difference. But not enough stepped into the spotlight as she ule of the games. The main
Dr. Laurtnrr F. Frrdrrick
ed the first time since F. D. R. lence: A. The New York Times, to win. At the end of the normal stayed outside the key and put rules are as follows:
1. Each game will start
that a U. S. President in office B. The Atlanta Constitution, C. time period, L. C. and R.P.I, shot after shot into the basket.
promptly at 7 p.m.
The
Chicago
Tribune,
D.
The
New
both
had
47
points.
In
a
3-minute
The
whole
Longwood
team
was
became the father of the bride.
2. State legislatures across York Herald Tribune.
overtime, both teams relied outdoing itself. There was no 2. If all 6 members of the team
are not present and ready
11. For those aged 12-21, ma- heavily on their defense. Long- letdown in the second half as
the nation have legally banned
to play at 7 p.m., the game
the miniskirt, puts suits, and jor U. S. airlines offered an in- wood broke R.P.I.'s defense, L. C. scored Lynchburg 32-28.
will be forfeited.
novation: A. Cram courses aloft, scored eight points, while only
paper and metal dresses.
3. The number of players on
3. Civil rights entered a new C. "Jet-o-tek" parties, C.High- allowing a field goal for the
each team will be limited to
opponents. The final score was
phase with the emergence of jer rates, D. Half-fare tickets.
maximum of 8.
black power, a concept debated 12. A centuries-old edict was L. C. 54, R.P.I. 49.
Dr. Laurence W. Fredric, pro4. Eight general practices are fessor of astronomy and director
and defined publicly by: A.James set aside when 46 million Roman
Leading scorer was freshman
necessary to be eligible for of the McCormick Observatory
Farmer, B. Stokely Carmichael, Catholics in the U. S. were told Judy Turner of Longwood with
the class team.
C. Martin Luther King, D. All of they could now: A. Marry Protes- 24 points as against R.P.I.'s
at the University of Virginia,
The
date for the selection of spoke on "Extra-Terrestrial
tants,
B.
Eat
meat
on
most
high scorer with 22 points.
the above.
the class teams will be posted Life" in the Jarman Series held
4. In a series of landmark rul- Fridays, C. Practice birth conThe second game was quite
trol,
D,
Obtain
divorces.
ings, the U. S. Supreme Court
different. R.P.I, put up a valiant On Monday, Feb. 20 at 6:45 later. Members of the respective Wednesday night, Februarys. Dr.
13. To honor modern art's try as L. C. tromped over them. p.m. an organizational meeting classes will vote for members of Frederick also showed slides to
handed down decisions on all but
one of the following: A. Rights most famous-andprolific-mas- Longwood not only outscored, for those interested in playing on their class teams. Keep checking illustrate his subject.
of an ested suspects, B. Civil ter on his 85th birthday, Paris but outdid themselves. The first the Varsity Golf team will be the A. A. board for further noDr. Fredrick has been the dirights demonstrations, C. Ob- mounted the largest exhibit ever half ended with L. C. out front held. Dr. O'Neil, Head of the tices.
rector of the McCormick ObIntramural basketball is under servatory since 1963. Before that
scene literature, D. Treatment assembled from the works of a with 28 to 10. Then Longwood Department of Health and Physiliving painter: A. Pablo Casals, broke loose with 21 points in cal Education, invites anyone who the direction of the Winter Sports time, he was on the staff at
of prisoners of war.
5. The year's grim trio of B. Pablo Picasso, C. Andy War- the third quarter and 17 in the "Shoots between 90 and 1000" Chairman, Vannie Gunter, and Sproul Observatory, and Lowell
final quarter against R.P.I.'s 6 to come to this meeting. Seri- managers, Ann Bowles, Margaret Observatory. He also served in
multiple murders forced the na- hol, D. Larry Rivers.
tion to reassess regulations on: 14. She was born as a best- for both quarters. The final score ously, if you have an interest Lawson, and Cathy Jester. The the capacity of a visiting profesA. Unrestricted sales of fire- selling novel, grew into a long- was 68-16. Everyone on the Long- in golfing you may attend this faculty sponsor will be Miss Huff- sor for the American Astronomiman.
arms, B, Extradition procedures run play, became a popular film wood team was given a chance meeting in the New Gym.
cal Society.
against bail-jumpers, C. Trial by and now she's a smash Broad- to score, but Linda McCullock Also, Mr. Stinbreaker, a golf
Dr. Fredrick has published
press, D. Hollywood's morality way musical starring Angela led with 14 points. But not far professional from Richmond, will
25 works, among which are "A
Lansbury: A. "Hello, Dolly!". behind was Fran Anthony and be on campus early in March to
code.
Note on the Infrared Reflectivity
6. Tasteless, odorless and in- IB. "Elizabeth the Queen," C. Janice Hudgins with 13 and 12 work with prospective golfers.
of Saturn's Rings," "Orienting
expensive, this hallucinogenic "The Star-Spangled Girl," D.
Last year was a first for a golf
Astronomical Telescopes," and
drug saw wide use in 1966, cre- "Maine."
team at L. C. Our girls won all
"Line Identifications in Spectra
ating deep public concern because 15. Atwinkle with star Julie
their matches and had a fine seaof Late-type Stars."
son. This year, Dr. O'Neil hopes
it can cause severe psychic dam- Andrews, this film walked off
Dr. Fredrick received his H. A.
to schedule more matches, so
age. Its nuiii.': A. Insulin, B. Vita- with a family of Oscars, now
degree m BStronomj Irom
seems headed for an all-time
let's tee off!!
The Infirmary Staff wishes to Swarthmore College in 19r>2, and
min B-18, C. I SI), I). Opium.
7. In challenging the findings of profit record for a movie: A.
Golf clubs can be obtained in thank all those who helped during his M. A. and Ph. D. degrees
the locker room. Check this page the recent intestinal virus epi- from the University of Pennsylthe Warren Report on John F. ,"Who's Afraid of Virginia
Kennedy's assassination, critics 'Woolfe?", B. "The Sand Peblor information concerning this. demic here at Longwood College. vania.
world-wide raised doubts about ibles," C. "Khartoum," D. "The
When Freshmen received their All Longwood girls may use the Cited for their service are: the
lag Staff, the Buildings
Oleg Cassini Says
whether: A. Lee Harvey Oswald Sound of Music."
grades in the library this past golf course at Longwood Estate
16. With point and poignance, Wednesday, February 1, one girl without cost and besides, it's and Grounds Staff, the Head Resiacted alone, B. Two bullets struck
(Continued from Page 2/
Governor Connally, C. Oswald I this book spoke so wisely of stu- in particular was due for a sur- a fun way to spend a spring after- dents, The Campus Poli< ,
then they
dents'
needs
and
teachers'
probnoon.
Honest,
spring
really
is
AHA
Slater
Food
Service,
the
used two rifles, D. Jack Ruby is
prise. When Martha Dofflemeyer
lems that it became a best- reached the desk and gave her right around the corner!
druggists, the Laun>!i., thl look One), If fOU have a la; ,
guilty.
Health Department, the faculty (littery hike pin with multi-color8. Looking to the 1968 presi- seller: A. "The Last Battle," n ii , tier achievement was anBuy Your Ticket! For
ed stones, awl.
i feet
scheduling exams)
dential elections, political pun- B. "Games People Play," C. nounced to all the girls there. The Swingin' Medallions
for it. Whereas black will drab
student body,
dits pointed to all but one of the "Up the Down Staircase," c. she had been the only freshman
Concert, NOW!
ii and blue itones in
Jones, the head nurse,
following possible combinations "Giles Goat-Bos."
to make 4.0!
17.
Bringing
a
novelist's
art
i pin, there Btkes them nearly
is especial!
to head theG.O.P. ticket: A. RichMartha attended Albemarle
New Buffet Times
■ u|. And ii
■ i r • i« not
the cooperation thai vis shown
ard Nixon and Mark Hatfield, B. to journalism (and the bestHigh School in Charlottesville,
apt to find a bettei yai (01
er
list),
"In
Cold
Blood"
chillGeorge Romney and John Lindwhere she had received all A's
All students are reminded
: ling away terrific In I
say, C. Ronald Reagan and ingly told the true story of a through both her junior and sen- of the new Sunday buffet times the student body. She said she
lry, I suggest you
Charles Percy, D. Hubert Hum- mass murder. Its authoi, crears. She also was editor and entrances: 5:00 -Seniors "just didn't have the words to
buy
.uid
ator of "Breakfast at Tiffany's," of the annual, an extremely act.cerning
the
COphrey and Robert Kennedy.
Smoker), 5:10 -Juniors
enjoj them hilly, n
y've
9. In December, the U. S. took is: A. John Steinbeck, B. Tom ive member ot Tri-lli-Y, and (Old Smoker), 5:25 - SophoAnd think of what
its biggest step to date in space Wolfe, C. James Michner, D. valedictorian.
mores (New Smoker), 5:35 - "The help and aid given by i
i ill your Vll
by launching Us first four-man I Truman Capote,
How did Martha fare so well? Freshmen (Old Smoker).
Apollo spacecraft toward the
."
(Answers on Page 4, Col. 1)
"Studying!"

Varsity Basketballers

German-French
Prof. Speaks Of
Foreign Schools

Play RPI, Lynchburg

Basketball Rules
For Intramurals
Require Practice

'Time" Magazine Reviews
1966 Current Events

Prof. Frederick
Speaks Of Life
In Outer Space

Golfers Meeting
Organizes A New
Varsity Sport

CharlottesviUv
Freshman Earns
Ml LC Average

Infirmary Staff
Thanks Helpers
For Cooperation

■
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Longwood College, Farmville, Va., February i">. 1967

Second Semester Brings Snow, Shivers, Sales
Around TheCampi
Wednesday, February 15
All Day - Junior Class rings arrive, South Cunningham,
Cypress Room.
Tickets for "The Swingin' Medallions" concert on sale to
student body, Rotunda.
Thursday, February 16
5:00 p.m. BSU Choir, BSU Center
7:00 p.m. Dusk Devotions, BSU Center
Friday, February 17
4:00 p.m. Institute of Southern Culture, Mrs. Helen Lewis,
"The Southern Appalachians," Student Building Lounge.
Saturday, February 18
2 p.m. Varsity Basketball game at Longwood, Mary Washington College.
Monday, February 20
6:45 p.m. Varsity golf meeting for all interested students,
New Gym.
Tuesday, February 21
6 p.m. Home Economics Club Banquet, Tea Room.

Answers To "Time"
Current Affairs Test
1. T; 2. Fj 3. D; 4. D;

Gardner Named
"Best-Dressed"

Wednesday, February 22
George Washington's Birthday.

5. A; C. C; 7. A; 8. D; 9. F;
D; 11. D; 12. B; 13. B;
14. Ii; 15. U; 16. C; 17. D.

(Continued from Page 1)
peccable. (8) Clean, shining,
well-kept hair. (9) Deft use of
make-up (enough to look pretty
but not overdone), (10) Good figure, beautiful posture.
Photos of Leigh will be sent
to "Glamour "magazineshowing
her in a typical campus outfit,
an off-campus daytime outfit, and
a party dress. A panel of "Glamour"
editors will then select
Jacqueline Kay Sheridan has
been accepted for study at the the national winners by using the
Institute for American Univer- same list of qualifications used
sities in Aix-en-Provenceforthe in judging the local best-dressed
candidates. The national winners
coming Spring semester.
The Institute, located in South- will receive "national recognition for themselves and their
ern France near the Riviera and
in une of Europe's most ancient colleges in the August College
universities, is one of the oldest Issue and in newspapers throughand most experienced study- out the country." Also, they will
>;td programs in French and receive personal gifts from
European Studies for American "Glamour" and an all-expenseundergraduates and graduates. paid visit to New York City from
Through its academic and cul- June 5 to June 16.
"The Rotunda" would like to
tural program, the Institute's
goal is to help students to a take this opportunity to thank Judy
deeper comprehension of foreign Johnston, committee chairman,
peoples and of themselves, thus and her panel for the splendid
enabling them to play an active, I job they did. Also, we have the
mslbU part in achieving In- I highest confidence that Leigh will
be an outstanding representative
ternational understanding.
of
Longwood College. CongratuJacqueline, the daughter of
Mrs. Bessie Sheridan of Danville, lations and good luck!
Virginia, will be following a proSophomore Class
gram of French Language
Undergoes Exper.
Mil i
. 'II as courses in
u ation, Psychology, and Fine
(Continued from Page 1)
Art-..
the general education requirements for the first two years of
V/ASHINGTON'S
college, and is therefore being
administered to the sophomore
BIRTHDAY SALE!
class.
Longwood has a two-fold purInstamotic 104
pose in mind by administering
CAMERAS
the tests. First, the results will
tie used by the CEEB to help esReg. $19.95
tablish national norms along with
Now $12.22
other parts of the country. A set
Instamatic 154
of norms will also be made for
Longwood. Transfer students will
CAMERAS
be required to take the test in
Reg. $29.50
the future as means of decision
Now $22.22
jfor admission and placement.
Dean Brooks stresses that this
120, 620, 127 Film
i
is
an achievement test, not a
22c A Roll
tic aptitude test. The
February 22 Only
sophomores by being "subjects
of an educational experiment"
will contribute a great deal to
succeeding generations.

Jackie Sheridan
Travels Abroad;
Ai\-en-Provence

(RITE'S

ONE HOUR
MARTINIZING

(Continued from Page 2)
ure to do so will result in one
call down.
* * *
Two members of The Swingin'
Medallions hail from the metroplis of Ninety-Six, South Carolina. Since Junior Weekend may
be THE (as in one and only)
social event this year, let us hope
that "Ninety-Six" does not refer
to "proof".
* » »
I had to come to college to
discover that the ideal way to remove snow from sidewalks is to
cover it with cinders.
» * *
All freshmen who still have
moments of "Gee, wasn't old
Podunk High great?" should have
been required to attend the Fabulous Five Concert. A quick look
around the audience would have

STATE m
Admission Prices:

CHILDREN—40c
\l)t I IS—S1.00

m 15-1G-17-1H

janE FONDatjason RpBaRps
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Don't Woit 3 Or 4 Days To Have
Your Clothes Cleaned. Get

One Hour Dry Cleaning Service
A FREE DOLLAR Bock With Every
S3 Ot Dry Cleaning Brought In On
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.
Open 7 6 Monday Saturday.
One Block From

Shopping Center

110 South Street
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Reflect Dramatic Shift

NEW YORK, N. Y., (I.P.) - by."
There may have been a dramatic In magazines, the study reveals
shift in the reading habits of a movement away from lighter
college-bound youth during the reading toward periodicals
past several years, according more concerned with weightier
to the results of a study at matters. "Reader's Digest" was
Columbia College recently re- read by 29 per cent of the Class
of 1962, but only six per cent
leased.
The report reveals a trend of the Class of 1970. Over the
away from the classics, British eight-year span "The New Rewriters, and those magazines public" had the greatest jump
with light content, to existen- in student subscriptions, from
tialists like Camus and Dosto- two per cent to 15 per cent.
evsky, American writers like "Time" is the most widely read
Steinbeck, Hemingway, Faulk- magazine among the Class of
near, and Ayn Rand, and more 1970, with 49 per cent, up three
serious magazines like "The Re- per cent from eight years ago.
public," "Newsweek," "Satur- "Playboy" was included in the
day Review," and "The New regularly-rea'd category by only
a tinv handful.
Yorker."
The findings come from a comparison of books, magazines, and
newspapers read by entering
freshmen in the Class of 1962
and the Class of 1970 at Columbia
College. All applicants to the
revealed "good olePudunkHigh" College are requested to list
at its best - or worst, depend- the books they have most ening upon how one feels about joyed and the magazines and
Podunk. For frosh who still miss newspapers they read regularly. "Mademoiselle" magazinehas
Shakespeare is the author who
the Senior Prom — perhaps a
a unique program - its College
date with one of the local go-go has declined in popularity most Board - that enables women stuconspicuously.
While
25
per
cent
boys would help the situation.
dents to participate in the maga* * »
of the Class of 1962 listed at zine's many activities. This year
As April 15 looms ahead, the least one of his plays as a Longwood College will be repmost wonderful thing about a favorite, only nine per cent of resented on the "Mademoiselle"
daughter in college is that she the 700-man Class of 1970 did College Board by Margaret Faye
so. Homer, Dickens, G. B. Shaw,
is still a tax deduction.
Pearce '67.
and E. M. Forster were other
Each College Board member
The hair coloring Industry es- important writers who have sufwill have an opportunity to contimates that 38 per cent of all fered a loss of interest.
American women color their hair. On the other hand, several tribute to "Mademoiselle" and
help the magazine keep abreast
authors have risen sharply in of campus trends. College Board
popularity. Camus, listed as a
NEWMAN'S MEN'S
favorite by only two per cent members report regularly to
"Mademoiselle" on events at
SHOP
of the Class of 1962, was en- their colleges, research articles
joyed by 18 per cent of the and help "Mademoiselle" fashion
"Traditional Styles"
Class of 1970. James Joyce was editors select models for college
See Our Ladies'
read by five times as many fashion features.
members of the Class of 1970
Sportswear
The Board is composed of some
as in the earlier group. Kafka, 1500 winners of the magazine's
Villager, McMulltn
Steinbeck, Ayn Rand, Fitzgerald, annual nationwide College Board
and Faulkner were others whose Competition, a contest designed
Weejuns
stock has risen.
to recognize young women with
London Fog
Some authors who were strong- talent in art, writing, editing,
ly liked eight years ago con- photography, layout, fashion detinued to be fairly popular: Jos- sign, merchandising, retail proeph Conrad, Thomas Hardy, motion or advertising. Board
THE ACHIEVEMENT
Jean-Paul Sartre, Sinclair Lew- members are selected on the
OF EXCELLENCE
is, Mark Twain, Thomas Wolfe, basis of entries they submit
Is Our Ambition . . .
and Hemingway.
showing ability in one of these
Certain single books also con- fields.
• Hair Styling
tinue to enjoy the students'favor:
Each girl will remain on the
• Haircuts
Huxley's "Brave New World," College Board until she gradu• Tinting
Joyce's "Portrait of the Artist ! ates. During this time, she will
• Stripping
as a Young Man," Salinger's accumulate a professional port"Catcher in the Rye," Orwell's folio of work submitted to "Mad• Frosting
"1948," and "Animal Farm," emoiselle" which may well be
• Shampoo and Set
Fitzgerald's "The Great Gats- ! valuable to her in finding a chal• Permanent!
lenging job after graduation.
• Body Wave
Once a student has been selected for the College Board,
You'll Love The
Come See Our
she is eligible to compete for
Flattering, Work
"Mademoiselle's" 20 grand
Always Done Under
Wide Variety Of
prizes. Each year, 20 of the Board
Expert Supervision
members are chosen to become
PIERCED EARRINGS
And It's Quite ReasonGuest Editors. To win one of
these positions, a Board memable, Too!
ber must submit a second entry
For Your Appointment
that shows superior aptitude for
magazine work.
Phone 392-5719
The 20 Guest Editors spend
BEAUTY COLLEGE
the month of June in New York
as salaried employees of "MadOF VIRGINIA
emoiselle." They help write, illustrate and edit "Mademoiselle's" August college issue,
WHISTLING ELECTRIC TEAPOTS
sharing officies with the magazine's regular editors. They inPIERCED EARRINGS AND JEWELRY BOXES
terview well-known personalities and represent the magazine
on visits to publishing houses,
stores and advertising agencies.

Mademoiselle
Announces L C.
Campus Winner

Musings

TECHNICOLOR

College Reading Habits

Martin The
Jeweler

LANSCOTT'S

